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Abstract— The decimal arithmetic has been receiving an 
increased attention because of the growth of financial and 
scientific applications requiring high precision and increased 
computing power. This paper presents an efficient architecture 
for multi-digit decimal addition based on carry-free signed-
digit numbers. In this study, the decimal adder architecture 
has been designed and synthesized using the TSMC 0.18μ 
technology. The synthesis results were compared to the existing 
decimal adders with respect to design area, delay and power 
consumption. These results show that proposed adder 
architecture improves the area-delay factor by 3 for a 32 digit 
adder. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

While decimal number system is the most intuitive 
arithmetic system known to humans, binary hardware has 
been utilized in most computer systems. This is due to the 
more complex hardware implementations for decimal 
systems which require more resources and have bigger 
latency and design area. Decimal arithmetic has recently 
regained interest due to the demand created by banking 
systems, internet and database applications and scientific 
community. In many applications, decimal arithmetic is 
implemented in software due to proprietary nature of existing 
solutions, lack of standards and regulations and high cost of 
the decimal hardware compared to software approach. As the 
cost of silicon keeps on reducing and technology advances, it 
is more feasible from the economic and engineering 
standpoint to consider hardware implementation of the high-
speed decimal arithmetic circuits [1], [2]. Moreover, the 
incoming revision of the IEEE 754 Standard for Binary 
Floating-Point Arithmetic [3] will include decimal arithmetic 
specifications.  

Decimal number architectures introduced so far have 
most frequently been based on BCD system due to simple 
implementations [4]. Efforts were also made to introduce 
adders based on carry-lookahead idea [5], however they were 
plagued by substantial carry propagation delay. Research has 
shown [6], [7] that Signed-Digit (SD) representation can be 

also used to efficiently handle other radixes, including 
decimal numbers.  Carry-free decimal adder circuit can be 
designed using redundant SD operands. Therefore, in this 
study, we develop and synthesize a fast and area efficient 
decimal adder architecture with SD arithmetic. This 
architecture is then compared to a decimal BCD adder with 
respect to area, delay and power consumption. 

II. THEORY

A Decimal SD number Xi is represented by two 4-bit 
vectors ( , )X Xi i

+ − , where Xi
+  represents the positive 4-bit 

component of Xi, whereas iX −  represents the negative 4-bit 
component of Xi. The same notation was used in [8]. In (1), it 
is shown that two vectors ( , )i iX X+ −  can be combined by a 
subtraction operation to obtain the numerical value of the 
decimal digit. This format allows for signed numbers and 
multiple representations for the same numerical value. 

2 2

( , ) ( )3 2 1 0
( , )3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0
( ) ( )3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0

X X X X X X Xi i i i i i i
X X X X X X X Xi i i i i i i i
X X X X X X X Xi i i i i i i i

+ −= = =
+ + + + − − − −= =
+ + + + − − − −= −

 (1) 

{ 9, 8, 7 , ... , 1, 0 , 1, ... , 7 , 8, 9}X i ∈ − − − − + + + +  (2) 

The digit set for the SD representation is in the range 
from -9 to +9 inclusive, so the intermediate result Ui for 
addition Xi+Yi can be from -18 to +18. Therefore, a 
correction -10·ci is necessary in order to keep the result in the 
valid range. This is done by adjusting the intermediate result 
Ui and setting carry-out ci properly. For all the Ui greater 
than +1, carry-out is set to +1, and correction of 10 is 
subtracted from the intermediate sum, similarly, if the result 
is less than -1, carry-out is set to -1, and correction of +10 is 
added to Ui, otherwise the carry-out is 0 and there is no 
correction. Finally, the result of the addition Si is obtained by 
adding a carry-in ci-1 to Ui. For all input operand 
combinations, and for all carry-in values, the result Si is 
always in the valid range [-9, 9]. It should also be 
emphasized that the carry-out does not depend on carry-in, 
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thus there is no carry propagation chain in the adder. 
Equations (2), (3) and (4) show all the necessary steps for 
carry free SD decimal addition. 

iii YXU +=    (3) 

1 ( ) 1

0 ( ) 1

1 ( ) 1

if X Yi i
c if X Yi i i

if X Yi i

+ >

= + ≤

+ < −

  (4) 

1 1 0iS U c ci i i−= + − ⋅     (5) 

III. SINGLE DECIMAL DIGIT ARCHITECTURE

A. Combined Compressor Block 
A single bit compressor circuit takes two SD inputs Xi

and Yi and represents their sum in two arithmetically 
equivalent forms, comprising two carry-out bits and one sum 
bit. Type “A” compressor represents Xi+Yi as sum of Ci+1 ,
Ci+1

+ and Si , type “B” compressor represents Xi+Yi as sum 
of Ci+1

+, Ci+1  and Si
+. Equations (6) and (7) show the 

algorithm to obtain results for type “A” and “B” 
compressors. 

( )

( )

( )

1 1
1

0

1 2 01
1

0

2 21 1

if X X Yi i iCi
otherwise

if X Y C Ci i i iCi
otherwise

S X Y C C Ci i i i i i

+ − +− + <− =+

−+ − + ⋅ >+ +=+

− − += − + − + ⋅ + ⋅+ +

 (6) 

( )

( )

( )

1 0
1

0

1 2 01
1

0

2 21 1

if X X Yi i iCi
otherwise

if X Y C Ci i i iCi
otherwise

S X Y C C Ci i i i i i

+ − +− + >+ =+

++ − − ⋅ >− +=+

+ + −= + + − ⋅ + ⋅+ +

 (7) 

It should be emphasized that a single bit compressor 
produces only one sum bit, other sum bit is not influenced 
and assumed to be equal zero. Multi-stage compressors 
utilize other Si bit to accommodate one of the carry-out 
outputs from the previous stages, except for the first stage, 
which uses it to increase or decrease the result by one. This 
property of the SD compressor is used for finding the result 
range and for adding the decimal carry-in to the result. Fig. 1 
shows the Combined Compressor Block. It comprises four 
single SD compressors, takes two four-bit SD numbers X and 
Y and produces four results UA, UB, UA+1 and UB-1. UA and 
UB have the same values; however they are represented in 
different format which makes UA+1 and UB-1 easy to obtain. 
UA+1 is produced by changing UA0

+ from 0 to 1, UB-1 is 
obtained in similar way from UB0 .

B. Sign Detector 
Sign detectors are used to detect the range of the 

intermediate result and to determine the carry-out bits. 

Figure 1. Combined Compressor Block architecture. 

The architecture on Fig. 2 is used to detect the sign of the 
input. The sign is obtained by determining the most 
significant carry-out bit of the subtraction of two input 
operands. Brent-Kung [9] Parallel prefix tree is employed to 
obtain the carry-out bit, which subsequently gets negated to 
obtain the sign of Xi-Yi.

Figure 2. Sign Detector architecture. 

C. SD Binary Adder 
Single SD Binary adder takes two inputs, one SD number 

and one binary number, and provides positive carry-out Ci+1
+

and negative sum Si . It closely resembles operation of a 3:2 
compressor with the difference that negative input Xi  and 
output Si  are negated to obtain correct result. SD Binary 
adder unit is used to add correction to the intermediate sum 
Ui. Architecture shown on Fig. 3 presents 5-bit SD Binary 
adder circuit. Single bit results are generated according to 
(8). As it can be noticed, the architecture is very 
straightforward and there is no carry chain through the 
circuit. 

1

1

1 ( ) 0
0

( 2 )

i i i
i

i i i i i

if X X BC
otherwise

Z X X B C

+ −
+
+

− + − +
+

− + >
=

= − − + − ⋅

        (8) 
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Figure 3. Architecture for the SD Binary Adder 

D. Reduction Circuit 
Reduction circuit shown on Fig. 4 is utilized to correct 

the result coming from SD Adder and to change the result 
size from 5 bits to 4 bits. The result from the SD Binary 
Adder is guaranteed to be in the range from -9 to 9, therefore 
it can always be represented using four SD bits after certain 
bit manipulations. First correction, denoted by Correct1
signal, depends on carry-out value Cout

+ and the sign of the 
binary correction B in the SD Binary Adder. Correction is 
required if the input B to the adder is positive and the carry-
out is 1, otherwise the correction is not required. This 
situation is similar to the overflow in conventional binary 
logic. 

X4
+ X3

+ X2
+ X1

+ X0
+ X4  X3  X2 X1 X0B4 Cout

+

Y3
+ Y2

+ Y1
+ Y0

+ Y3 Y2 Y1 Y0

Correct1 

Correct2 

X4’+
X4’

Figure 4. Reduction Circuit architecture 

A simple circuit consisting of three XOR gates is used 
for the first correction. No complicated hardware is 
necessary because of the known scope of the input. Second 
correction reduces the size of the result from five bits to four 
bits.  

E. Decimal Adder Architecture 
The circuit architecture comprises three functional 

blocks: Compressor Block, Selector Block and Correction 
Block (See Fig. 5). Compressor block performs the initial 
addition of two operands and provide intermediate results 
used to calculate the final result and carry-out value. Selector 
block takes care of choosing one of two intermediate results  
to perform further calculations and computes carry-out value. 
Correction block applies carry-in to the intermediate result, 
adjusts the result for the carry-out value and reduces the final 
result to 4 bits. 

Compressor Block takes two operands Xi and Yi in SD 
format, and produces four SD results: Uai, Ubi, Ui+1, Ui-1.
The results of addition Uai and Ubi, called further 

COMBINED COMPRESSOR 

SIGN DETECTOR SIGN DETECTOR 

Carry-Out Logic 

   SD+Binary ADDER 

REDUCTION 
CIRCUIT 

INV  IN[0]

     ui
+[0]

IN[0] INV

ui [0]
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MUX 2:1 

ci-1
-

ci-1
+

ci
+

ci
-

(Ui+1)+ (Ui+1)- (Ui-1)+ (Ui-1)

Uai
+ Uai

- Ubi
+ Ubi

-

Ui
+ Ui

U’i+ U’ i

S’i+ S’i

Si
+ Si

Correction

CORRECTION BLOCK

SELECTOR BLOCK

COMPRESSOR BLOCK 

Xi
+ Xi Yi

+ Yi

Addition of carry-in is performed 
by inverting the least significant 
bit of the intermediate result ui

Figure 5. Decimal Adder Architecture 

intermediate results, have the same arithmetic value; 
however, the manner in which they are encoded (as 
permitted by the redundant notation) allows Uai to be 
incremented and Ubi to be decremented by 1, by only 
switching one bit of the vector from 0 to 1. These properties 
are applied to add or subtract a carry-in value and to detect 
the range in which intermediate result is located.  

Results (Ui+1) and (Ui-1) are utilized by Sign Detectors 
in the Selector Block to determine the carry-out value, 
(Ui+1) is used to calculate the ci  and (ui-1) is used obtain 
ci

+. Also, the Selector Block chooses the intermediate result 
of addition Ui from Uai and Ubi, based on the carry-in value 
ci-1 and in such a way that the carry-in can be easily applied 
to the intermediate result. Based on carry-in and carry-out 
values, the intermediate result is corrected to obtain proper 
decimal result of the operation in the Correction  Block. 
Exclusive-Or gates are used to add or subtract 1 from the 
intermediate result Ui and SD Binary Adder is used to add or 
subtract 10, and to obtain intermediate final result S’. Finally, 
the result vector S’ is reduced from 5 bits to 4 bits by the 
Reduction Circuit, giving final result S. The intermediate 
result S’ is guaranteed to be in the range from -9 to +9 
inclusive, which can always be represented in SD notation 
using 4 bits, thus making the reduction possible. 

IV. MULTIPLE DIGIT ARCHITECTURE

Multiple digit decimal adders can be easily obtained by 
cascading single digit decimal adders. Although the 
proposed architecture is constructed in manner very similar 
to Ripple Carry Adders, it does not have a carry chain. The 
chain is broken between the cells because the carry-out is not 
dependent on carry-in in any way. This is a well known 
advantage of arithmetic circuits utilizing SD system.  
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V. IMPLEMENTATION, TESTING AND SYNTHESIS

All basic building blocks, single digit decimal SD adder 
and multi digit decimal SD adder were implemented in 
Verilog HDL. Test benches were designed to test all basic 
blocks to ensure proper functioning of the circuit. Having all 
building blocks tested completely, exhaustive test of the 
single digit adder was performed. All possible input 
variations were tested and compared to expected results. 
Fully correct operation of the single digit circuit was 
confirmed that way.  

Following this, multi-digit configuration was 
implemented and tested with the set of chosen test vectors, 
resulting in correct values. Coding and testing were 
performed using Mentor Graphics ModelSim SE 6.1f 
simulation and debugging software environment. 

Subsequently, different multi-digit configurations were 
synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler and silicon 
layouts were obtained using Silicon Ensemble Ultra place 
and route tool by Cadence. OSU Cells library for TSMC 
0.18μm process was utilized. Synthesized multi-digit 
decimal SD adders included 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 digit 
adders. In order to be able to compare the results of the 
proposed design a simple decimal BCD adder was 
implemented in Verilog HDL, tested and synthesized using 
the same tools. SD and BCD adders having the same operand 
size were compared with respect to layout area, delay and 
power consumption. Maximal clock frequency was 
determined for 16 digit decimal adder for both types of 
circuits. 

VI. RESULTS

Multi-digit, carry-free SD decimal adder was synthesized 
in configurations starting at 1 digit and ending at 64 digits 
and compared to the decimal BCD adder configured in the 
same manner. For each variant, the area, circuit speed and 
power consumption were obtained. Fig. 6 and 7 illustrate 
circuit area and computation delay results for TSMC 0.18μ
process. 

Since SD logic complexity is bigger, it takes more space 
on the layout. This makes the area of the SD design typically 
two times larger compared to the same operand size BCD 
adder circuit. Comparison of the area for Signed-Digit and 
BCD decimal adders can be observed on Fig. 6. 

However, Fig. 7 shows that while the delay for decimal 
BCD adder grows linearly as the number of input digits 
increase, the delay for the SD decimal adder stays constant. 
This is attributed to the fact that in the decimal BCD adder 
carry signal ripples through all the stages to reach the final 
result, hence growing the critical path, while in the Signed-
Digit adder the critical path is not affected by the input size 
and carry chain do not exist. The importance of this 
observation is especially significant for multi-digit decimal 
adders.  

Figure 6. Area of BCD decimal adder compared to SD decimal adder. 

Figure 7. Delay of BCD decimal adder compared to SD decimal adder 

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we introduced and evaluated the Signed 
Digit  Architecture for decimal addition. Advantages of the 
proposed architecture are characterized by low latency 
influencing the overall speed and fairly regular structure 
making silicon layout implementation easier to obtain. 
Moreover, the circuit is very flexible as far as expansion of 
the number of digits is concerned. Additional decimal 
operands can be easily added to the unit without further 
increasing the computation delay.  
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